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“My Thousand Faces of Foreignism is my black psychology of love

and hate that I endured whilst walking on the valley of the shadow of

death I feared no evil for thou art as shadows of war.”

~ 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑎 𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑒𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡



My 1000 Faces Of Foreignism (M1000FOF) project, which is Afrakan

Episode is in Kumasi, the second largest city of Ghana and the capital of the

Ashanti Kingdom. Matilda TheeGreat will be presenting the project at

(pIAR2023) residency program this Wednesday, 15 February 2023 in she will

engage and exchange with the local artists and fellow global residents in

Ghana. M1000FOF will be in South Afraka mid-October as a continuation of

our lengthy memorials of the Afrakan Colonial Soldiers (ACS) and

Prisoners Of Wars (POWs).

In a nutshell, My 1000 Faces Of Foreignism! is the process of my healing

stages from my thousand-identity-battles that I had for years in a place I

called my birth country or home. It has three stages: The Foreign Me!, Walk

Of Death Memorials and My 1000 Faces of Foreignism!. I went through all

the stages during my long spiritual journey that I endured much in my

voluntarily time in exile as a beauty from afar. I am inspired by the love for

humanity of the Ubuntu philosophy from South Afraka whereby we see

ourselves through others. My foreignism status attracts only migrants,

foreign blood and mysterious people. Most of them were broken souls that

need to heal in different ways naturally because they were excessively

bleeding on everyone.

“It was during all my silence of my silences when I see myself through

thousand faces of all foreigners.” ~ 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑎 𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑒𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡

Further information about the South Afrakan visit will be available closer to

the date.
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